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Windmill Hill
Big Local
Consultation Report
Appendix A
Big Local Overview:
In the spring of 2012, the Big Lottery Fund announced that over a period of 10 years
Windmill Hill would be given in excess of £1 million to help improve the quality of life
for people living there. The Windmill Hill Big Local area includes the whole estate
and matches the Windmill Hill parliamentary ward boundary. It combines two Lower
Super Output Areas (LSOA), E01012444 and E01012445.
Windmill Hill was in the second wave of 50 areas to receive the award with 150
areas across England due to benefit from this program. Approximately 2400
residents live on Windmill Hill making it one of the smallest Big Local areas in
England. The national programme is managed by Local Trust on behalf of the Big
Lottery.

What is Big Local?
“Big Local is an exciting opportunity for residents to make a massive and lasting
positive difference to their communities. It’s about bringing together all the local
talent, ambitions, skills and energy from individuals, groups and organisation’s who
want to make their area an even better place to live.”
www.localtrust.org.uk
The four programme outcomes for Big Local are:
1. Communities will be better able to identify
local needs and take action in response to
them.
2. People will have increased skills and
confidence, so that they continue to identify
and respond to needs in the future.
3. The community will make a difference to the
needs it prioritises.
4. People will feel that their area is an even
better place to live.
4

Bridgewater Canal

Windmill Hill – Project Initiation:
At the beginning of the process in March 2012, the Big Local Trust Representative
held several well attended ‘world café’ style events to facilitate resident
conversations. These initial sessions were to help determine:
 what was good about living in Windmill Hill,
 identify the likely priorities on the estate and
 clarify their hopes for the future.
It was clear that Windmill Hill residents were very proud of where they lived, enjoying
the support of a strong and stable community in green and beautiful surroundings.
They were also realistic about the challenges that lay ahead and their priorities for
action. These could be clustered into nine themes;










Developing the local economy,
Improving access to training, education and jobs,
Reducing the isolation of older people,
Developing a sense of community spirit,
Improving the physical environment,
Creating more opportunities for young people,
Improving Transport,
Improving Health and Wellbeing,
Helping everyone feel safe and secure.

From these initial sessions a resident lead ‘Reference Group’ was established to
help inform and engage the local community about Big Local. The Reference Group
were to help develop a ‘vision’ for Windmill Hill to guide the investment of the £1m
over the next 10 years. Halton Borough Council, Norton Priory, Liverpool Housing
Trust, the Children’s Centre, the Parish Church and the Ward Councillor supported
the Group.
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Big Local Consultation:

Reference Group, Summer 2013
In May 2013, the Reference Group held a competitive bidding process and
commissioned Groundwork Cheshire to support them through a more intensive
period of information sharing and community consultation.
Everyone on the Reference Group were trained in ‘Creating Great Conversations’ an
Appreciative Inquiry technique by Tim Slack the Big Local Facilitator. The Reference
Group developed and agreed a set of questions that could be used to engage
residents in conversations about their estate. The questions were designed to
promote positive thinking and concentrate on what was good and what worked well
on the estate.
Through the summer and autumn the Reference Group, local Young Advisors,
Groundwork Cheshire and partner organisations strived to ‘hear all the voices’ of
those that lived and worked on Windmill Hill.
In summary this involved:
 Consulting at all community events e.g. school fun days, Party in the Park,
events at Norton Priory and even the pub.
 Windmill Hill Big Local leaflets delivered to every house on the estate. (see
Appendix C)
 Activities in both Primary Schools and information sent home with every child.
 Setting up and updating a Windmill Hill Facebook page and Twitter account.
 Young Advisors commissioned to consult local young people.
 Setting up a ‘Summer Cash’ fund to support local groups.
 Appreciative Inquiry training Liverpool Housing Trust front line staff to engage
their tenants.
 Word of mouth through the residents on the Reference Group
 Engaging with local user groups on the estate, e.g. walking groups, parents
voice, Friends of Windmill Hill Primary School, Residents Association etc.
 Meeting with local community services e.g. Halton Carers, Wellbeing
Enterprises, Police, Halton Speak Out, Connexions etc.
 Updates through the Ward Councillor.
 Big Local banners and display at the Children’s Centre.
 Christmas ‘Wishmas’ Tree event with local Primary School. (See Appendix D)
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Consultation Findings:
The number of Big Local consultations completed by the end of December 2013 was
270. The following set of charts and maps show that the consultation did reflect a
wide cross section of the resident population. There was a good gender split, a
broad cross section of ages was represented and there was also a wide
geographical spread across the estate.
Chart 1:

Gender
4%
Male
44%
52%

Female
Unknown

The responses to consultation split by gender shows a slightly higher proportion of
females responding to consultation than males. Often in mixed settings it was the
woman who would be more proactive and complete the conversation on behalf of a
couple or family and so consulting in more male dominated environment e.g. the
Windmill Public House or those watching children’s football was an effective way of
ensuring a higher proportion of men were involved. The ‘unknown’ category arises
when the conversations were not fully completed and the name and/or residents
initials are ambiguous.
Chart 2:

Age
0-16

7%

17-25

10%

37%

18%

26-39
40-65

14%

14%

66+
Unknown

A breakdown of responses by age shows a good spread across all age groups. The
under 16’s were initially under represented but targeting consultation at the two
Primary Schools and the consultations completed by the Young Advisors made them
the largest single age group represented. Targeted consultation from the Young
Advisors also helped push up the numbers of 17-25 year olds that responded – often
the hardest age group to engage with and traditionally least represented.
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The thoughts of older residents captured in a recent visioning exercise by Sure Start
to Later Life have also been reviewed and learning captured.
Graph 1:
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Graph 1 compares as percentages, the age breakdown from Big Local consultations
to the Windmill Hill ward figures using the Halton Borough Council’s ward population
calculator. Unsurprisingly the additional effort to engage younger age groups shows
an over representation of the under 16’s. Apart from the 40-65 age group the other
age categories are close to being proportionally represented. The ‘unknown’ age
category is when a resident declined or forgot to answer.
Interestingly, the common perception of Windmill Hill having largely an elderly
population is not reflected by the statistics. Windmill Hill actually has a lower
percentage of residents over 40 and a higher proportion of under 25’s than the
Halton average.
Geographical Distribution:
As part of the consultation process it was also important to ensure that responses to
consultation demonstrated a good geographical distribution across the estate.
Postcodes were used to map the distribution of responses and just over half of the
270 consultees (52%) provided a postcode. Of the 48% of responses with no
postcode information many of these were from the younger age groups. Postcode
information wasn’t routinely collected from primary school children and only a third of
0-16’s knew or volunteered a postcode. For 40-65 year olds 87% provided this
information.
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Map 1:

The above map shows the expected clustering of results around the Windmill Hill
ward. Approximately 10% of responses were from people who lived outside Windmill
Hill ward but felt they had a good connection with the estate. This broader scatter
reflects responses from people who used to live on the estate but have recently
moved, who use facilities in Windmill Hill e.g. the Children’s Centre but live outside
the ward boundary and from young people who had travelled to use the facilities at
Phoenix Park and were consulted by the Young Advisors in the park.
Map 2

A closer look at Map 2 shows a good spread of responses across the estate. Each
red ‘pin’ represents between 1 and 11 consultations, e.g. the 2 red pins on Lock
Gate West represent 16 responses from residents and the 1 pin for Stonelea, 9
responses.
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What is the best thing about Windmill Hill?
Asset and strength based questioning deliberately asks open questions encouraging
the participant into a conversation to determine positive thoughts and feelings. This
inherently leads to a wide variety of responses that for purposes of illustration need
to be grouped into the most common categories. For example, the category ‘People’
in Graph 2 includes any mention of ‘a close knit community’, or ‘all my friends live
here’, ‘I have great neighbours’ or ‘the people are friendly’.
Most of the community responses can be comfortably contained in the various
categories below. A minority of answers that only appeared once are gathered up in
the ‘other’ category.
Graph 2:

What is the best thing about Windmill Hill?
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Observations:


Windmill Hill’s ‘people’, ‘environment’ and ‘parks and play areas’ are clearly
recognised as big positives about living in Windmill Hill, with response rates
more than double many other categories.
o People. Many residents consulted have been living in Windmill Hill for
many years, some from when the estate was first built. Some residents
have their children and perhaps grandchildren also living on the estate.
Comments suggesting that ‘everybody knows everybody’ were
frequent and that it was a strong close knit community. They felt their
children were safe so they could allow them to walk to relatives on the
estate. Although they had seen many changes they felt the estate had
improved over time and was much better these days.
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“My road is like a big family.”

o The Environment: To an outsider the first impressions of Windmill Hill
are very positive – the estate is very green with mature woodland,
meadows, pastures and parks surrounding the houses. Windmill Hill
has no busy roads but does have a canal, a lake and ponds, Norton
Priory with monastic ruins and a walled garden. It was clear that the
residents appreciated the high quality and diversity of the natural
environment too. The rich diversity of habitats attracts many birds,
mammals and insects and other wildlife valued by residents who like
the feeling of being ‘close to nature’. In fact Windmill Hill has
populations of declining water voles, bluebells and rare orchids. Not
perhaps what you’d expect to see in a Big Local area!

“I moved here from Liverpool for a better environment when the
houses were first built. My children and grandchildren live here too.”
o Parks and play areas: Although parks are obviously part of the
environment, parks and in particular Phoenix Park was mentioned so
often by young people that it has been separated out into its own
category. Phoenix Park has Green Flag status due to the high quality
of its facilities and the skate park in particular is a real asset for young
people. The football cage in Phoenix Park and the grassed football
pitch off Nortonwood Lane were also frequently referred to.

“Phoenix Park for young people to chill!”

Skate Bowl, Phoenix Park. Image courtesy of HBC
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Although three categories dominate, the breadth of ‘best things’ must be
noted. There is clearly a lot to celebrate about living in Windmill Hill.

Graph 3:

The best things about Windmill Hill - top 80%
by age
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Graph 3 shows how age affected the relative importance and composition of the top
80% of answers.

The location is lovely; it’s like living in a village
in the countryside, not Runcorn


‘People’ and the ‘Environment’ were the only categories to be identified as
important across all age groups.



There is an appreciation that Windmill Hill does have two excellent Primary
Schools (rated outstanding by Ofsted), a Children’s Centre, Norton Priory, a
Medical Centre (which was particularly valued by older residents) and a small
but busy shopping precinct (with a post office, a chemist, a chip shop and
public house).



Responses from those aged under 25 significantly increased the proportion of
those thinking the precinct and in particular the shop and the ‘chippy’ were
what they most enjoyed about Windmill Hill.
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A clean, quiet and safe community with good walks was also regularly
referred to, particularly by older residents. It was interesting to note that
children and young people later in the discussion suggest they think Windmill
Hill is anything but clean.



Older resident appreciated a broader range of positives about living in
Windmill Hill and needed seven categories to exceed 80% of all answers. The
66+ age group was the only age group to have a significant number of
responses listing Norton Priory and the Health Centre. They also valued the
accessibility of the shopping precinct as like the younger age groups having
facilities they can walk to and not be reliant on public transport was really
important.
“I was born in the country and lived in the city.
Windmill Hill is the best of both”

Graph 4:

Three best things about Windmill Hill, by age.
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Graph 4 clearly shows the relative importance of Phoenix Park and other play
areas to children and young people mentioned by over 50% of all under 16’s!
Across all other age ranges it was the friendliness of the community and the
quality of the natural environment that most resident listed as being the best
things about living in Windmill Hill.
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“If I could afford to buy a house anywhere, I’d
buy one in Windmill Hill…..honestly!”

View east from Phoenix Park to Bridgeway West
It is worth noting many, many people took a great deal of pride in living in Windmill
Hill and expressed a real happiness in living there. They were often aware of the
negative perceptions held by outsiders about the estate and felt that these were
unfair and demonstrated a distorted or out of date image of the estate.
For a resident to suggest they were actively looking to leave the estate voluntarily
was extremely unusual.
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What would make the biggest difference in Windmill Hill?
The appreciative conversations tried to tease out both small and big changes to
Windmill Hill that would make a positive difference to people’s quality of life. These
answers have been combined in the above graph to avoid overlap or repetition of
answers.
Graph 5:

What would make the biggest difference in
Windmill Hill?
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Activities for children and young people, a community building, better transport and a
variety of environmental concerns were the most frequent responses identified
across all age groups. Less litter and dog fouling was a big concern for younger
residents.
As the consultation progressed the conversation turned to how these changes could
be achieved. “What do we need to do differently” was to encourage residents to try
and think about how their aspirations could be achieved. Ideally these responses
were to provide clarification of earlier discussions, e.g. ‘activities for children’ would
make the biggest difference and this would be achieved by’ improved play facilities’
and ‘more clubs’.
There was also an element of duplication of responses so both questions have been
taken together to inform the consultation analysis.
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Graph 6:

What do we need to do differently to make
Windmill Hill an even better place?
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Activities for Children and Young People:
One of the main recurring issues was the lack of activities available on the estate for
children and young people. This was reflected proportionally across all the age
ranges with older residents also recognising that young people had “nowhere to go
and nothing to do”. If activities for children and young people were grouped together
this issue would nearly double any other issue identified.
Parents with pre-school age children benefit from a varied and busy timetable of
activities at the Children’s Centre and they also offer some after school sessions
catering for slightly older children too.
“Youth activities are needed, there is not a
great deal for young people to do, they get
bored, especially in the evenings.”
Parents with younger children living at the Nortonwood Lane end of the estate felt
they were a long way from any fixed play provision. They recognised Phoenix Park
was an excellent facility but that it was a long way to walk with young children.
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For primary school age children there are fewer opportunities for fun and learning
outside of school hours. There is a twice weekly Karate Club that runs out of
Windmill Hill Primary School and a small Boys Brigade and Girls Association that
runs out of St Bertelines C of E Primary School. The Boys Brigade and Girls
Association do cater for all age groups but numbers have been falling and failed
recruitment drives have left membership at an all time low. The existing leaders are
also hoping to recruit younger leaders to take over their responsibilities but again
have not been successful and they now worry about the future of the group. It was
also notable that the majority of children were from neighbouring estates and not
Windmill Hill.
Windmill Hill does have a successful under 13 football team managed by a resident
who secured funds to kit out the boys in winter jackets with the Big Local logo. The
‘Dragons’ are top of their league and have a great chance of winning it!

Windmill Hill ‘Dragons’ with Big Local sponsored jackets
Windmill Hill doesn’t have any other junior football teams. The significant time
commitment needed to organise and manage teams and not let the children down
puts off many adults from getting involved.
The estate has no organised Beavers, Cubs, Rainbows or Brownie groups for
younger children and no youth club, Scouts, Explorers or Cadet groups for older
children.
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A new enterprise with support from Unltd has just set up delivering Martial Arts
training in Windmill Hill Primary School. Called Crazy Monkey Defence, Windmill Hill
needs more of these opportunities.

Case Study 1:
Windmill Hill used to host the Halton Harlequins Majorettes dance troupe. This was a
group set up by dedicated local women who had also danced with other troupes
themselves in the past. Originally they used Priory View and Windmill Hill Primary
School but in 2013 due to increasing popularity and the large numbers of girls
attending they moved to an alternative community venue off the estate. This seems
to sum up a main challenge for Windmill Hill – even when there are adult volunteers
delivering popular activities to children and young people the lack of an appropriate
venue drives them off the estate.

“Activities for teenagers are needed, especially girls.”

Although it has long since closed many residents spoke affectionately of the Windmill
Hill Youth Club and the opportunities it provided the young people of the estate.
Although there is youth focussed provision e.g. Community of Youth (COY) at the
Lord Taverners building in Palacefields or Canal Boat Adventure Project (CBAP) in
Hallwood Park Primary School or Catch 22 in the HRMZ in Grangeway it is clear that
many young people are not able to access these services.
The popularity of the ‘chippy’ supports the view that children and young people on
the estate have few places to go and little else to do! The chip shop was seen as
somewhere light, warm and safe young people could meet their friends, a social hub
in the absence of any organised youth provision. They would then often take their
food and hang out in the under-passes near-by as they are lit and could keep dry if
raining.
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Intentions:






Help promote existing activities and services for children and young people.
Support or commission local individuals and organisations that will deliver
activities and services to the young people of Windmill Hill.
Investigate the demand and opportunities for new youth groups to be
established, e.g. cubs, scouts, cadets etc.
Support adults that want to volunteer to help run local groups, football teams
etc, e.g. provide child protection training, disclosure checks, set up costs.
Reduce the number of young people that feel there is ‘nothing to do’ on
Windmill Hill.

‘Multi-functional’ community hub:
A ‘multi-functional community hub’ combines all responses referring to a physical
structure, either a community building, a youth centre or recreational centre – that
local people could use for a variety of events and activities.
The lack of any such community building is a source of great annoyance and
frustration for many on Windmill Hill. They see the new community facilities in
Castlefields and remember the time Windmill Hill used to have its own Recreation
Centre on Phoenix Park. Many conversations included fond recollections of time
spent there and the current lack of a community building is seen, by some, as
evidence of Windmill Hill being a forgotten estate.

Castlefields Community Centre
Although some responses did indicate a desire for a large modern facility with a
swimming pool, gym facilities as well as rooms for community hire, there was an
acceptance that such a facility was beyond the scope of the Big Local project and
that all of these facilities in one building would be hard to justify, though a central hub
would benefit the area greatly. It was not just in the capital costs of the building but
the longer term costs required to manage and maintain such a facility and how
sustainable it was likely to be, that were also seen as the issue.
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More realistic was to ensure that existing facilities are used to their full potential.
Priory View (originally intended as only a temporary community facility when the
estate was built) is well used by older residents, e.g. for Bingo, an over 50’s club,
residents meetings and a “Get up and go” drop in club, but less so by the wider
community.
An LHT consultation about Priory View, showed just over three quarters of residents
knew about Priory View Community house but only a quarter or respondents actually
used the facility. Many people didn’t think Priory View “was for them” or it was “only
for ‘OAP’s”. The most popular facility residents would like was a community café.

Community Mural on Priory View
To encourage greater use of the venue, Power in
Partnership (a social enterprise dedicated to
providing support and new skills to communities)
have been contracted to encourage greater use
by more groups. Due to its small size however,
Priory View will only ever be suitable for smaller
groups, either for social activities, training
opportunities or quieter more passive forms of
recreation. It was used briefly for youth based
activity but soon found to be inappropriate.
The ‘Community Campus’ idea of maximising the
use of facilities around the Primary School also
deserve exploring. The Primary School, Children’s
Centre, Church and Medical Centre provide a
natural focus for many community services and is
the main social hub in Windmill Hill.
The School is community focussed and keen for
its building to offer more out of school
opportunities for children and young people on
the estate – but additional costs for extended
opening need to be considered so the School
doesn’t suffer financially. It is being used already
by a Karate Club and just recently Crazy Monkey
Defence.
‘Community Campus’ area.
Image courtesy of Google Maps
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One idea suggested by the Chair of School Governors has been to establish a
School Hall Management Committee to help achieve greater community use of the
Hall without it being an additional burden on existing school staff and resources. This
idea definitely deserves exploring as ideas such as film nights, wine clubs, gardening
groups have all been suggested that may find it a suitable venue.
Ultimately however, there will be events and activities that Windmill Hill can’t host
due to a lack of an appropriate venue. A multi-functional space catering for youth
activities, larger community events, some smaller sporting opportunities with perhaps
a café for social events and to generate additional income is worth investigating. If
such a building were possible it would have countless benefits for residents creating
new opportunities that are currently non-existent or inaccessible.
Any such facility would need a detailed feasibility to ensure it could be self-financing
and sustainable in the longer term. Support and advice from Halton Borough Council
with their in-house expertise would be essential. Alternative external funding should
also be explored to minimise the impact on the Big Local Budget.
Intentions:





Promote the concept of the ‘Community Campus’ and support groups to use
existing venues where appropriate.
Explore the idea of the School Hall Management Committee to identify
opportunities for broader community use.
In partnership with Halton Borough Council research the feasibility of a new
‘Multi-functional’ community building in the longer term.
Create a sustainable multi-functional building that is run by the residents for
the residents.

Improved Transport:
Transport is a major frustration for many residents on Windmill Hill. Complaints about
travel costs and even more about services stopping in the early evening with no
Sunday service are very common. For a ‘Bus Protest Group’ that was set up in the
1980’s to continue to campaign for improved bus services shows that services
haven’t really improved much in the last 30 years.
Case Study 2:
It was the limitations of the existing transport service that was the direct cause of one
gentleman needing to leave Windmill Hill in order to find work. He was a graduate
with professional qualifications but was left unable to drive after an industrial
accident. He had four offers of work but due the unsociable hours of the shifts could
not get to work on public transport even in opportunities as close as Widnes or
Warrington. It was clear he liked Windmill Hill due the green open spaces and his
friends were close by but felt he had no choice but to move to where the work was.
“There is a feeling of 'missing out', as we can’t get to other
areas or access services easily. People don’t know what buses
are available; services need to be better advertised.”
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Case Study 3:
The lack of evening services also affected a group of learners at the Children’s
Centre. The residents had achieved competence at the highest level that could be
delivered at the Centre but to progress further they needed to go to night school at
Riverside College in Widnes. Without a car, they were unable to access any evening
courses which perhaps meant limiting future job opportunities as a result.
Over the years in Halton Borough Council has worked with residents to try and
improve transport on and off the estate and so better meet the needs of local
residents. Unfortunately, no alternative solutions to the major bus providers became
established or sustainable. Learning gained from these experiences however, could
be invaluable when trying to improve transport in the future.
“As a wheelchair user, access round the estate difficult and I can’t get to bus stops.”
Windmill Hill residents can access Halton Community Transport services including;
 Dial-a-Ride - a door to door service for people who are unable to use
conventional buses due to disability or mobility problems.
 Women's Safe Transport - an evening service enabling women and girls to
travel in safety.
 Community Car Scheme - uses volunteers giving lifts in their own cars to
provide transport for people without access to public transport, particularly
those who have a disability or who are elderly.
 Minibus and Coach Hire - for affiliated groups using a fleet of minibuses
(including fully accessible vehicles) and coaches.
These services may not be the answer for all residents but ensuring that these
services are supported and well publicised across the estate may help some local
people feel less isolated.
As transport is such an issue a resident from the Reference Group attended a Big
Local Transport Study Day in Lincolnshire to investigate how other Big Local areas
were tackling the issue. They were
trialling a variety of approaches, from
moped hire scheme, car share and
community minibus services. To see
if these approaches may be suitable
for Windmill Hill it will be essential to
work with HBC transport officers,
Halton Community Transport and
local people to avoid the mistakes of
the past.
Image courtesy of Halton Community Transport
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Intentions:





Promote the existing bus services by ensuring residents have up to date
information on timetables and services.
In partnership with Halton Community Transport and Halton Borough Council
identify how best to provide more effective and flexible transport for residents.
Investigate the possibility of a community transport scheme being run as a
social enterprise, with funding from Unltd.
Increase the accessibility of services on and off the estate and help reduce
the feeling of isolation.

Less litter and dog fouling:
Although a regular concern from all ages it was the
<16 year olds that pushed the problems of litter and
dog fouling, accounting for almost 50% of all
responses. Generally the impression of Windmill Hill
is clean and green, but this may be more of an adult
perception as it’s the children playing in the parks
and woodlands that are more likely to be troubled by
this.
The green infrastructure of the estate with large
amounts of dense shrubbery also affects the issue.
Unfortunately, shrubs can be effective litter traps
catching and hiding wind blow debris until winter
reveals the problem as shrubs drop their leaves.
Liverpool Housing Trust are selectively removing
some areas of dense planting as it makes keeping
these areas tidy much easier but it can also help
people feel safer as sightlines are opened up.
Although litter and dog fouling is an environmental
issue – it was separated out from the more general
category below due to the annoyance it caused so
many people.
Intentions:




Fly tipped mattress

In partnership with HBC Environmental Health
Department, support responsible dog ownership
campaigns e.g. micro-chipping and awareness
raising campaigns to reduce dog fouling.
In partnership with LHT and HBC organise Big Local
‘Big Clean-Up’ days to support local residents to
clean up their estate.
Create an environment that is clean and green.
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Environmental Improvements:
Graph 7:
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Environmental concerns other than litter and dog fouling were largely related to
improving the estates street lighting. Street lighting through and close to the areas of
woodland and to and from bus stops concerned many people. Poorly lit footpaths
contributed to residents’ fear of crime and many admitted they would not walk
through the woods after dark. This contributes to the sense of isolation as large parts
of the estate just walking to shops can’t be done without walking through the woods.
Improving street lighting should be looked at in partnership with Halton Borough
Council as the responsible body. It may be some routes, though woodland areas are
unusual and can perhaps demonstrate that additional lighting is required. Big Local
resources should not be allocated to lighting however as it is considered a statutory
service and funds cannot be used to replace core services.
A drawback of Windmill Hill having so many off
road footpaths surrounded by planting is the
need for constant management to stop them
overgrowing and narrowing the pathways.
Winter leaf fall is also an issue as unless
cleared they can become slippy and perhaps
the cause of a fall.
In LHT’s own tenant survey into Jigsaw’s
environmental performance the ‘trimming of
shrubs, hedgerows and trees’ was the service
that dissatisfied most residents (16%). Despite
these environmental challenges, Jigsaws
overall performance in 2012 was very positive
with 91% believing the overall cleanliness of
the estate was either very or fairly good, higher
than Murdishaw and Castlefields.

One of the characteristic
paths between houses
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Most of the mature woodland areas are under the management of the Woodland
Trust. Some residents thought that the woodlands and the ponds within them could
be better managed – and were not as
welcoming as perhaps they could be.
Windmill Hill Wood
The Woodland Trust prioritises management
tasks that could affect public safety and often
further work to manage community
expectations is limited by tight financial
constraints. Currently, outside contractors litter
pick the woodlands once a month focussing on
the more heavily trafficked paths and routes.
Big Wood, Image courtesy of Woodland Trust
The Woodland Trust has worked to establish a ‘Friends of Group’ in the past to try
and get additional maintenance tasks done but this group has dwindled and no
longer meets. A practical task group set up by Big Local in partnership with land
owners could tackle woodland management and conservation tasks, bulb planting
etc across the estate and therefore offer greater variety in volunteer experience.
Intentions:






Create a Windmill Hill ‘Practical
Action Team’ that works closely
with the LHT Jigsaw Team
(Woodland Trust, HBC etc) to help
tackle environmental issues on the
estate.
Link into local providers of the
National Citizenship Service to
engage local young people in being
part of the solution.
To create a culture where residents
feel confident that they can make a
difference to where they live.

Social Events:
Having an annual programme of
community events, helping to bring people
together and build community identity was
also seen as very important. LHT and
HBC organise an annual summer Party in
the Park that attracts thousands of local
people and has excellent feedback. The
Schools, Children’s Centre and Norton

Poster designed by Friends of Windmill Hill
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Priory also run events but there appeared to be demand for more general community
fun day days.
The Friends of Windmill Hill Primary School is a resident’s lead group that is
changing into a Friends of Windmill Hill group – so they can run events across the
estate and engage more people. At their December meeting they were excited about
the prospect of working with Big Local and supporting the planning and delivery of
events in the future.
Intentions:





Help promote all existing events and activities run by local organisations.
Support existing groups to develop and promote an annual programme of
community events appealing to all sections of the community’ e.g. Friends of
Windmill Hill.
Use events to encourage people to become more involved in Windmill Hill
activities.
For Windmill Hill to be a vibrant hub of community activity with greater social
cohesion.

Access to Training and Jobs:
Windmill Hill has one of the highest rates of
unemployment in Halton and the highest proportion of
residents claiming to have no qualifications.
Although employment is no longer a guarantee of being
lifted out of poverty, a key challenge for Big Local will be
to try and support job seekers as they become more
work ready and on into employment. Programmes that
address confidence and self-esteem, that support
people with mental health issues and provide training
that meets the needs of local employers are needed to
help more people into work.
HBC and LHT already offer support and advice for
those seeking employment (e.g. Halton People into
Jobs (HPIJ) is a Council service offering National
Careers Service Information, Advice and Guidance).
LHT run a Work Club and their ‘Talent Pool’ promotes
local job and training opportunities, apprenticeships,
Business Support, Volunteering, Community Activities and Graduate Schemes to
their tenants. Tenants sign up to receive emails on opportunities in their local area
tailored to their interests.
Young people complain that there were no ‘starter’ jobs available, e.g. a local
MacDonald’s where a high staff turnover would ensure opportunities were always
available to get on the job ladder, helping them learn new skills before moving on.
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However, organisations like
Community of Youth, Canal Boat
Adventure Project and Power in
Partnership are working hard at
inspiring local young people to
help them achieve their potential,
as is the Youth Contract for 1617 year olds run by Groundwork
Cheshire and Riverside Housing.
The National Citizen Service (NCS) helps 15-17 years olds build confidence, make
friends, learn new skills that employers want and is fully supported by Community of
Youth (COY) and the Canal Boat Adventure Project (CBAP). Young Advisors
managed by CBAP is another opportunity that needs to be promoted to the young
people of Windmill Hill.
Power In Partnership (PiP) is a social enterprise providing support and new skills to
the communities of Halton. With a base in Priory View and a focus on 16 to 18 year
old NEET’s, they can deliver Entry Level 3 and Level 1 qualifications for local young
people.
The Youth Contract “On Track” for 16-17 year olds delivered by Groundwork and
Riverside is providing mentoring and support more NEET young people into work,
training or education but this will end in 2015.
Windmill Hill is ideally placed to take advantage of some large infrastructure projects
that are planned for Halton. The Mersey Gateway project and ‘the Shield’
development to the east of Windmill Hill/Sandymoor towards Daresbury will both
offer significant employment opportunities that are right on Windmill Hill’s doorstep.
Norton Priory too, if successful with a multi-million pound application to the Heritage
Lottery Fund to transform the
museum may generate
opportunities for apprenticeships
during the construction phase of
the facility.
Close links with Norton Priory,
HBC and LHT will help the Big
Local Partnership be well
informed about local training and
employment opportunities that
could benefit residents.

Visualisation of new reception area for Norton Priory

“We need better access to training and
academic opportunities at the College.
Buses to get off the estate are too
expensive and don’t run at night.”

“More jobs are needed locally.
Jobs are available in Widnes and
Warrington but I can't get there.”
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The importance of volunteering in learning new skills should not be forgotten. Norton
Priory have roles for gardening volunteers, collection volunteers, maintenance
volunteers and education and event volunteers. Some roles can become
oversubscribed, and collections volunteers need to have experience. There will also
be volunteering opportunities that will be offered through the Merseylink project at
the new bridge visitor centres at Wigg Island and the Catalyst.
Even if no formal qualifications can be offered to volunteers, like all good
volunteering opportunities it does provide excellent experience, a chance to meet
new people and build confidence; all important when looking for work.
Intentions:






Clarify and promote the support and services already available to Windmill Hill
job-seekers through HBC, LHT Connexions, Job Centre + etc.
Identify how additional complimentary support and services will make job
seekers in Windmill Hill more attractive to local employers
Support or commission local organisations that will deliver skills and training
to residents of Windmill Hill.
Support residents to access training off the estate that enhance their
employment prospects, e.g. courses at Riverside College.
Encourage and promote volunteering opportunities and good practice.

Happy volunteers
Skate Park:
Many young people loved the skate facility at Phoenix Park and wanted this either to
be extended or another wheels facility near Nortonwood Lane. It is an endorsement
of the existing facility that so many young people mentioned more skate provision as
an aspiration, although in reality trying to improve this provision further when many
areas of Halton don’t have any skate facilities will be really difficult. Potential funders
are unlikely to fund another facility so close to Phoenix Park.
An alternative facility for BMX bikes was also highlighted and this has been
discussed for many years but without any real progress. An external funder would be
more likely to fund this if the demand could be proven as it would not be duplicating
an existing facility.
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“Build a BMX track, with
someone running it to get
young people involved.”
A BMX facility in Ellesmere Port delivered by
Groundwork Cheshire, maintained by CWaC
Council and managed by volunteers
Intentions:




Investigate the feasibility of a BMX facility off Nortonwood Lane.
If there is the support and opportunity, develop a BMX user group to help
justify funding proposals.
Create the first BMX facility in Halton.

More groups and clubs:
It has already been mentioned how few groups and
clubs there are on the estate for children and young
people to take part in, e.g. no cubs, scouts or youth
club etc. The situation is similar for adults and older
residents.
Adults and older residents, particularly if
unemployed may find themselves very isolated with
few opportunities to engage socially with other
people. Adults with young children have
opportunities to mix socially at the Children’s Centre,
there is a singing group based at the Church and at
Priory View there is a Bingo Club and a ‘Get up and
Go’ group for older residents. There is also a walking
group, led by trained walk leaders that meet every
fortnight.
The lack of an appropriate venue may be an
obstacle for some groups, e.g. Majorettes, but some
other suggestions e.g. a wine club, book club, film
nights may be more about promoting these
Walksafe group
opportunities and kick starting the sessions and
seeing how many people would take up the
opportunity. Wellbeing Enterprises are delivering a wide variety of activities, e.g.
tango dancing, craft skills, ‘knit and natter’, tai-chi, Nordic walking, etc that if popular
perhaps could be replicated on Windmill Hill.
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Another opportunity suggested already may be more of a practical action team that
does clean ups, clear overgrown vegetation, plant bulbs, build bird boxes and carry
out simple conservation and land management tasks. This would help bring likeminded people together, make a tangible difference to the estate and may develop
into an opportunity to learn new skills. LHT’s Jigsaw team, Norton Priory, Power in
Partnership, Woodland Trust and Groundwork have expertise in horticulture,
conservation and land management which would give residents a great volunteering
experience.
Intentions:






Promote existing groups, clubs and activities to ensure they are well
supported. Help them advertise and get local publicity.
Provide support, training, set up costs etc. for individuals that want to create a
new club or activity. Promote Unltd if a social enterprise model is more
appropriate.
Celebrate the successes and achievements of local residents and
organisations.
Create a vibrant network of clubs and groups that provide recreational and
leisure opportunities for everyone.

Better communication:
Despite Windmill Hill being a fairly small estate, poor communication has frequently
been highlighted as a reason why residents often don’t know about activities or
services that they may otherwise take part in. Existing services may have their own
websites, Facebook pages etc but there is no one central source of information
about everything that is happening on Windmill Hill.
It’s hard to find anything out that’s going on in Windmill Hill. We need a
better awareness of the services available as many parents don’t know
what’s out there
The Windmill Hill Facebook page was set up in response to this and attempts to be a
single point of information for residents. It shares updates from Norton Priory, the
Children’s Centre or the local Police and promotes events from Wellbeing
Enterprises, Woodland Trust, Community of Youth and
celebrates achievements about Big Local itself. While it is
acknowledged many on Windmill Hill may not have
access to Facebook, it already has over 100 likes with
some posts though sharing by partner organisations being
seen by over 500 people.
The digital divide is an economic inequality between people in terms of access to,
use of, or knowledge of information and communication technologies. Many services
now are ‘digital by default’ and those without access to the internet are being
increasingly marginalized with poorer access to services and information. The poor
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and vulnerable, many of which are on Windmill Hill are likely to be most adversely
affected.
A really exciting possibility to combat this is LHT are assessing the feasibility for
Windmill Hill to become a Digital Neighbourhood. LHT hope to install a digital hub
and provide electronic tablets and training for all their tenants enabling free
connectivity and access to the internet. Tenants would be required to channel all
their LHT enquiries through their website rather than phone operators, but digital
inclusion would bring countless other benefits for residents too.
A more traditional approach to information sharing is an estate newsletter ‘What’s on
in Windy’ delivered to every house has been promoted as a more inclusive way of
ensuring every resident can be kept up to date with local issues. It would take
considerably more preparation time and cost but would be a great chance to reach
out to the whole estate.
Intentions:





Continue to promote and develop the Windmill Hill Big Local Facebook page
and Twitter account.
Create a quarterly leaflet / magazine to share information and promote all the
activities that are happening on Windmill Hill.
Work with LHT to ensure that Windmill Hill can benefit from being a digital
neighbourhood.
Create a community that is well informed and confident about the activities
and services that are locally available.

Support for the Elderly:
The relative geographical isolation of Windmill Hill and the greater reliance on public
transport means that many older residents do feel lonely and socially isolated,
especially during the darker winter months. If progress can be made on some of the
other priorities, e.g .better transport, more clubs and groups, more community
events, improved communication, better lighting and footpaths and possibly in the
longer term a community building, the opportunities for social interaction will increase
and help individuals strengthen their personal networks.
Rather than simply waiting for the benefits to ripple
out to older people from other initiatives more direct
support may also be required. Services like ‘Snow
Angels’ provide assistance to elderly and vulnerable
people during the periods of extreme cold weather
by providing practical help and advice with day to
day tasks, such as shopping, path clearing, help with
heating problems and delivery of meals, may be
something that Big Local can help pilot in the area.
Snow Angel logo
Similar mentoring schemes and ‘buddy’ initiatives delivered by Age UK can support
local elderly people in a multitude of ways. It may be in collecting a prescription if
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they are housebound or poorly, helping organise transport through Dial-a-Ride or a
local taxi firm. It may include attending a social or lunch club with them if they are
worried about going on their own, getting them to appointments at a GP’s, hospital,
dentist, optician or hairdresser, or helping with the shopping. It may even just be
having someone to pop round once a week for a chat and a cuppa. Advice from the
Sure Start to Later Life team will also helping shape a more effective service.
“Transport off the estate is a real problem. There is a real feeling of
isolation, of being in a forgotten world; whoever designed the estate
forgot that people get old.”

Intentions:





Include elderly people in discussions regarding transport solutions or a new
multi –functional hub to ensure any new potential service or facility will meet
their needs.
Support the development of new groups and clubs that provide social
interaction for elderly people.
In partnership with Sure Start to Later Life research the opportunity for
supporting mentoring or ’buddy’ schemes for vulnerable adults and the
elderly.
To reduce the feeling of isolation so the elderly feel valued and respected.

Crime and ASB:
During 2013, the Police UK website record Windmill Hill residents reporting 363
crimes, at between 18 to 42 crimes per month, the majority of these associated with
ASB.
Initially comparisons with other Big Local areas appear favourable, e.g. Clubmoor in
Liverpool reported 2164 crimes in 2013 (146 to 216 crimes a month) and Westy in
Warrington 767 crimes (51 to 85). However, when allowances for population size are
taken into consideration Windmill Hill doesn’t compare so well.
Some residents did discuss their concerns over drugs and drug users being on the
estate and others that crime was committed by people as they left the Cheshire
Police Custody Facility on Manor Park.
Consultation overall produced rather mixed messages about crime and the fear of
crime on the estate. For many feeling safe was one of the best things about Windmill
Hill. For others the fear of crime was a real concern with many stating that lighting
especially through wooded areas was so poor that they would not venture out after
dark. Liverpool Housing Trust have tried to respond to these concerns by removing
some areas of dense shrubbery to help open up views and improve sight lines.
“The trees need cutting right back, especially near bus stops and by
people’s houses. It would help stop vandalism.”
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“The woods are a worry! They are not well lit.”
Any crime, however ‘minor’ can really impact on the wellbeing of residents that have
to suffer it. One resident suggested setting up a Neighbourhood Watch Scheme, a
partnership between the local community the Police and the Local Authority. Big
Local could support the community in getting this set up as local problems such as
anti-social behaviour, vandalism and graffiti are well within the scope of a wellorganised neighbourhood watch scheme. The local PCSO for Windmill Hill is likely to
support such an initiative, but has warned that sometimes there can be reprisals
made against those seen as ‘busy bodies’.
The local PCSO’s main duties are often associated with incidents of Anti-Social
Behaviour (ASB). If young people are involved he works with their parents (and LHT
if they are tenants) to try and resolve the issue informally but if necessary will issue
them with an Acceptable Behaviour Contract (ABC), only escalating it to an AntiSocial Behaviour Order (ASBO) if necessary. For several months now the PCSO has
commented the estate has been rather quiet with low levels of ASB, with much of his
time reviewing CCTV of shop lifting incidents from the local Co-op.
Intentions:





Investigate if there is the demand for a Neighbourhood Watch Scheme in any
areas of the estate.
Share information from the Police about current criminal activity, scams etc to
warn local residents and help them stay safe.
Work with LHT to identify footpaths and routeways where residents feel that
dense shrubbery obscures sightlines and can be removed.
Reduce the fear of crime and make Windmill Hill an even safer place to live.

Runcorn Neighbourhood Policing Unit, January Newsletter
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What could you do to make it better?
Graph 8:
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Although for many residents this proved a challenging question to answer, what was
encouraging was that many expressed a desire to ‘get involved in activities’ and
even more ‘may be willing to volunteer’ if the task appealed. These numbers were far
greater than those already volunteering, and suggest that community activities which
were effectively promoted and incentivised could engage new people in giving up
their time to help their estate. This gives great confidence and optimism for the future
of Big Local.
Respecting the estate and keeping it tidy (the single largest category) was largely
boosted by the under 25’s and particularly the under 16’s who were consulted by the
Young Advisors. They appeared to pledge that they would no longer be a part of the
problem e.g. “I’ll stop dropping litter” or “start using the litter bins” and to take more
pride in their neighbourhood. For others it was to encourage their peers to respect
where they live.
Networking referred to responses that suggested they would “spread the word” about
Big Local and “talk up” their estate when they had the opportunity. Residents being
positive about Big Local and understanding how important it could be for the estate
is a great way for more people to become interested.
“I work long hours, so have very little time, a few hours a week maybe.”
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The ‘What could you do to make it better?’ surprised residents as they were often
unsure as to how personally they could make a difference. This is reflected in the
lower overall number of responses and the large ‘no response’ column. This situation
is not unique to Windmill Hill. In Clubmoor, Liverpool, local people also struggled to
see how they could be part of the solution, “well it’s the council’s job, there is nothing
I can do!”
The ‘other’ category reflects some one-off responses that avoid the personal nature
of the question e.g. “involve the police more” or “you will always struggle to get
people involved”.
For those who declared they were “too busy” this often meant they worked during the
week and would struggle to have time on weekends to commit to other activities.
Many Big Local areas have struggled to identify residents prepared to take on the
responsibility of being on the partnership and with Windmill Hill being one of the
smallest areas this was expected to be even more challenging. However, the main
difficulty has been trying to find mutually convenient times when all those that had
shown an interest can get together. Other commitments and busy lives generally has
reduced the opportunity of interested residents to get many more people involved.
To ensure the Big Local Partnership is supported in the future, that the Plan is
delivered and local people are continued to be kept informed and engaged there will
be a need for overall coordination role to be considered. As traditionally agencies
have struggled to engage people in Windmill Hill, continued community development
through Big Local will be essential to ensure the success of the programme.
The gap between consultations and the statistics, the hidden issues.
Statistical evidence presented in Appendix B for the Windmill Hill Big Local Profile
shows that there are issues that were rarely touched upon during consultation –
these are the hidden or ‘behind closed doors’ problems.
Poor health, carer responsibilities, poverty and debt must concern many residents on
the estate but these issues are rarely mentioned at all during consultation, due to the
personal nature of these topics.
Regarding health some residents reference the importance of the local accessible
Health Centre and others highlight their concerns about accessing out of hour’s
services but generally very little about specific health issues. Health concerns, either
physical health or mental health are a very personal issue that are likely to be kept
private and would appear inappropriate or irrelevant to a discussion about Big Local.
Halton’s Health and Wellbeing Action Plan focusses on
 Prevention and Early Detection of Cancer
 Improved Child Development
 Reduction in the number of falls in Adults
 Reduction in the harm from Alcohol
 Prevention and early detection of mental health conditions
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Big Local needs to help promote existing health initiatives and encourage people to
take up the services that are provided (particularly relating to cancer and alcohol), by
offering support and removing barriers to participation. Big Local would only look to
fund new additional activity e.g. training in horticulture and food growing that would
improve physical and mental health and save residents money.
Intentions:



Work with health providers and to promote and encourage take up of existing
services.
Identify additional provision that can impact positively on health and wellbeing.

It is also likely that issues relating to poverty (including fuel poverty) and debt were
felt to be too personal to discuss with others as part of a consultation. Anecdotal
evidence from those involved with running the food bank suggests that there are
families in crippling poverty, as some request food that doesn’t need cooking as they
cannot afford to cook it.

“Almost all the problems on the estate are simply due to poverty.
Crushing poverty where people can’t even afford to cook hot food.”

Changes to the Welfare System, the Universal Credit, the capping of benefits and
the introduction of the bedroom tax are likely to have a massive impact on family
budgets in Windmill Hill. LHT consider their Windmill Hill tenants will be some of the
worst affected by the changes due to the larger nature of the properties. LHT believe
that 70% of their unemployed tenants will be affected, but to date only 20% of these
have approached LHT for help.
Local money management services and debt advice services e.g. Halton Credit
Union and Christians Against Poverty (CAP) are seeing increased demand and are
warning people against the dangers of pay day loans and door step lenders as
personal budgets are squeezed.
Intentions:




Encourage people to seek proper advice and support if they are struggling
with debt or worried about their financial situation.
Identify additional services from local money management organisations and
debt advice services that can be targeted at Windmill Hill.
Contribute to all initiatives that help lift residents and their families out of
poverty.
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Conclusions:
The Big Local Partnership needs to understand the underlying causes of poverty, ill
health and unemployment highlighted by the statistics in Appendix B (and one of the
reasons why Windmill Hill was chosen as a Big Local area in the first place) and
balance them with the desires and aspirations identified through consultation.
Although many of the issues are complex and deep seated, careful planning by
passionate residents with the support of skilled partner organisations Big Local
resources could help tackle many of the issues that residents have highlighted.
For example improvements to transport would also; improve access to training,
volunteering and job opportunities increasing employability; reduce social isolation
for those without a car; broaden access to recreational opportunities giving young
people something to do and somewhere to go; which in turn may reduce levels of
ASB. Big Local supporting the development of more groups and clubs and having
community events will help build strong, resilient and active communities, where
residents feel less isolated, where the fear of crime is reduced and people take a
greater pride in their surroundings. Big Local can be the catalyst that makes this
happen.
Using Big Local funds to draw in and match other third party funds, supporting Social
Enterprises that repay their loans and with interest on the whole £1 million means
Windmill Hill should have more than the initial £1 million to use and invest for the
next 10 to 15 years. It is a really exciting opportunity that will make a huge difference
to many people. One of the benefits of Windmill Hill being one of smallest Big Local
areas by population is the potential to achieve the biggest positive impact to the
quality of life for those that live there.
It may be challenging but by working together and using the passion and energy of
local people it can be done.
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